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Editorial

By J. Ramón Palacios (jrp)

Greetings fellow Nikonians!
My partner and dear friend, Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs) arrived in Mexico last month
with a powerful laptop, a briefcase full of papers and a full agenda.
This was our annual planning and board meeting, held in various locations
each year to provide us with a working strategy for the coming months. It is
hard to believe we’ve been at this for almost eight years now. For the first two
years as we established our community we had not even met in person.
jrp
Administrator
Co-Founder
24318 posts
Mariana
Administrator’s
Granddaughter
No posts yet

profits. An interview on our success story did not help either, when the editor
announced our costs as profits.
Let me assure you, we are a not for profit community. That means that all
revenue generated through the community is reinvested in the community to
maintain it and sustain its growth.

One of the primary things we
discussed during our Mexico
meeting in February was the
transformation of the Nikonians
community, not only in numbers,
but also in the perceptions of the
membership and our colleagues
in the Internet world.

Perhaps a more appropriate word
would be misperceptions. As we
steadily grew, the need for operating capital grew exponentially. Many of you might be surprised to know we
ran this site with more than 10,000 members and donations only began when
members of the community became aware of the need to help support the
soaring growth.
This, while user demand and technology costs continued to sky-rocket. The
costs associated with upgrading of servers are staggering. The effort is more
and more complex since we do it all ourselves and on our own.
We didn’t establish a nominal membership support contribution program until
2004. We accomplished this by branching out into other areas, including the
setting up of advertising, our own PhotoProShop and the Nikonians Academy,
which draw revenues, even when not in overwhelming numbers. The appearance of retail ventures on the Nikonians scene has created what is probably
the biggest misconception of all. There are those who think we’re rolling in
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The founders at work in Playa del Carmen, Mexico, February, 2008.
Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs), at left, and J. Ramón Palacios (jrp).

We are greatly appreciative of the Nikonians Team of Moderators who voluntarily contribute their time, energy and professional expertise in maintaining
the fundamentally reliable, civilized and courteous nature of our community.
We are also very thankful for the many members who join us at Silver, Gold
and Platinum levels. This is very important (gratitude being the courtesy of the

Editorial
heart) and it requires a measure of reciprocity so Bo joined me in “legislating”
the Nikonians Loyal Membership Act.
This member rewards plan is designed to enhance the current benefits already
available to Silver, Gold and Platinum members. Each step of the program will
be referred to as an Action. The first Action (with more to come) rewards members who are supporting the community’s own Nikonians PhotoProShop.

We meet once a year to plan for the future, and we look at our past. Although
we may have serious challenges to face as we keep up with growth and current
technology trends we always have plenty of warm memories to remind us this
is the reliable, friendly, sharing, inspiring professional community we hoped for
eight years ago.
Helps us spread the word. Convince others to join as contributing members.

Action 1: Every member on a Silver, Gold or Platinum level will receive a membership extension of half a year with the purchase of a Markins ball head or a
Gitzo tripod from the PhotoProShop. To benefit from this act, make sure you
go to the comment field at checkout and enter your username and current
membership level for eligibility verification.
We also discussed the expressed desires of our members and have decided to
add new forums and sections to meet that need. This edition of The Nikonian
highlights two of them; our new Fine Arts Galleries Section and our Aviation
Photography Forum. And there are more to come.

We thank you for your support.

Our community has always concentrated on the individuals - the friends we
have met through our mutual passion for quality photography. Those friends
are scattered in over 140 nations and come from diverse social and economic
backgrounds, yet we treasure each and every one as a family member. Regardless of community size, we intend to keep up close and personal. How many
Internet communities of total strangers with odd-sounding usernames do you
know that would open their homes and purses for a fellow member in distress?
There are many touching stories.

Just

One, for example. Not long ago, we had a member who was gravely ill. Rather
than succumb to his serious condition, he chose to travel, and set up an itinerary that would bring him around the world to places he had discussed with
fellow community members. At each and every airport he landed, there was
a Nikonian waiting for him. Whether connected to this or not, his recovery
speeded up, surrounded by the warmth of thoughts and feelings of fellow
Nikonians. It’s what Bo and I call “the intangibles.” This is the true value of
the Nikonians Community, beyond features or functionalities or other benefits,
which we will nevertheless continue to embrace.
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JRP

Photography

made easy...

press

Play,

close your eyes
and go shooting with a pro...

On Location

with

Martin Joergensen

Membership levels
Nikonians offers several levels of membership. Of course there is a free, basic membership, but we invite you to enjoy the fun and benefits
of Silver, Gold and Platinum membership levels providing you with sell & buy opportunities, image upload, free shipping and more. Nikonians
is a not-for-profit community. All capital generated through our operations (The Nikonians Community, The PhotoProShop and The Nikonians
Academy) are reinvested to sustain our growth. Each membership counts and we take this opportunity to thank you for your support!
Bo Stahlbrandt and J. Ramón Palacios, Founders of Nikonians
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Access our free forum areas.
Learn, share and participate in lively discussions
Receive our newsletters, podcasts and RSS feeds
Receive our eZine THE NIKONIAN™ as PDF
Access our fast search portal NikoScope™

Everything in the Silver level
plus the Nikonians Photo ID, larger gallery,
rebates in selected workshops and more

Try the silver level for 25 days for free.
The trial membership is automatically converted to a
full Silver Level Membership if not cancelled within
the trial period

Everything in the Gold level
plus free shipping in the Photo Pro Shop,
larger gallery, free access to events and more

Personal photo gallery
Upload images, show images in forums
Access to the classifieds forums (sell & buy)
Access our Nikonians Photo Tours and Workshops
Participate in photo contests

A membership starts as low as $25 USD per year
or less than 7 cents a day. Join today at
www.nikonians.org/membership

Fine Art Photography Section debuts soon
We chat with the newly named curator
Pascal Baetens has gained international recognition for his portrait, glamour,
fashion and travel photography. Now, he adds the title “Nikonians Fine Art
curator” to his length résumé. We caught up with him just before he took off
for a series of meetings and events throughout Europe.
flashdeadline
Chief Editor
Member since
7-Apr-2002
3540 posts

Baetens will be the artistic and inspirational leader of the soon to
be unveiled Nikonians Fine Art
Photography Section. In a recent
interview he said he was looking
forward to the role and was particularly interested in helping Nikonians explore the art of photography without getting caught up on
technical details.

“I’m 100 percent confidant the Nikonians staff will put together a section that
is rich in the craft of photography,” he said. “But I’ll be even more interested in
helping the members go beyond the technical issues and share how they feel
about the images by using their heart.”
As Chief Editor of Fine Art Tv he is constantly weighing the merits of art provided from international sources, and in each case he draws a fine line between
art, and fine art.
“It is hard to define art itself–much less fine art,” he confides. “We can say
that art is an expression of something that is inside of you, and you express it
through showing something that is exterior to you. This could be with paint,
sculpture, photography and many other methods. Art is about the intentions
of the artist.”
The fine art comes when the artist adds a key element he explained. “This is
when the artist adds a certain level of craft to the work. Craft is the mastering
of techniques, for instance knowing well how to use your paint brushes,
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By Tom Boné (flashdeadline)

canvas and other media. In
fine art photography the craft
shows when you see that the
artist has mastered his technique. The interesting thing
is that in some cases, with or
without that knowledge of the
craft, the results can often be
the same.”
He often shares the story of a
fine art creation by his threeyear old daughter Iris. He and
his family live in at Salve Mater a former hospital-monastery in Lovenjoel, Belgium. He
has been the host for extended workshops at Salve Mater (Latin for: the beginning
of prayer) with an attendance
list that reads like a who’s who
of photography. At one of the
workshops he asked the nearly
100 participants to go out and
gather images for an art display
on the monastery property.

Pascal Baetens

“I gave Iris a Nikon D70 and told her to go take pictures of anything she
wanted,” he said. When she returned with her images, he prepared a series of
triptychs from her collection. “They were all 4x6 inch horizontals, and I made
at least 15 or 20 sets and put them up for display without naming the artist.”
The reaction from his guests to his daughter’s work brings a smile to his face.
“She had very many compliments,” he said with a chuckle. His point for the
exercise was that art could be accomplished by even a child, and it would be
the reaction that art gets from those who view it that would measure the success of the work.

Fine Art Photography Section debuts soon
That success, in the case of young Iris, was in large part due to her
father’s skill with the craft, preparing the images, selecting their
positioning and arranging the triptychs.
Baetens says the Nikonians Fine Art Section will accomplish a
similar role. “The Nikonians are known for their great interest in
gadgets and equipment and they are constantly discussing how
to get the best pictures with them.
The Fine Arts section will be less about equipment issues and
more about the blending of art photography with the craft, but
by sharing some of their techniques, the members will help improve the craft of others.”
“My thing is - the stronger your craft is- the stronger your art can
be.”
“The new section will serve as a showcase and gathering point
for fine art photographers interested in Landscape, Street, Architecture and Nudes,” said Nikonians co-founder Bo Stahbrandt,
who extended Pascal’s invitation to serve as curator.
Recognizing that a diverse international community like Nikonians
would include certain members who may find nudes objectionable, access to the Fine Art section will include safeguards which
are still being worked out.
Baetens, has authored art books on the topic, including ‘The
fragile touch’, ‘Allegro sensibile’ (‘The art of nude photography’
as USA-edition), ‘Heavenly Girls’ (‘Heavenly Beauties’ as USAedition), the how-to book ‘Nude photography, the art and the
craft.’
“You can’t make everyone happy,” he said. “That is impossible.
You will always find people who are not happy. But, you can always establish proper guides -- say this is the line we are
following, and then you can tell people what to expect. I’m Europe-
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Salve Mater a former hospital-monastery in
Lovenjoel, Belgium.

an and I use nudity as a kind of language, but we
all recognize there are possible extremes in nudity.
In my discussions with Bo I can tell you that he
is not keen on censorship, but I’m sure he is also
working on making sure there are proper definitions for acceptable images, whether it’s nudes or
not.”

LISTEN!

Fine Art Photography Section debuts soon
Editor’s Note:
The Fine Art Section will debut in April. Stay tuned to the Nikonians News Blog for details
and Member’s links. For a complete listing of Pascal Baetens artistic endeavors visit his site
at pascalbaetens.com. Pascal contributed images used to illustrate this article (including
the photo on our back cover).
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Aviation Photography Forum coming soon
New Forum will be gathering spot
for Air Show fans
With warmer weather approaching the international air show community is
revving up their engines and coming to skies near you. Just in time, Nikonians
will debut a new Aviation Photography Forum to help members share their
aviation stories and photo techniques.
During a recent planning session in Playa del Carmen, Mexico, Nikonians cofounders Bo Stahlbrandt and J. Ramón Palacios discussed the need for a specialized forum geared to the many aviation enthusiasts in the community. They
decided to launch not only the aviation forum, but also a motor sports forum,
which will also be added soon.
The first order of business was to gather aviation-minded moderators from the Team and
first to volunteer was Nikonians News Blog
chief editor Armando Heredia (covey22).
Armando’s passion for aviation photography is
evident in his Rhode Island Air National Guard
Air show gallery images.

Armando Heredia
(covey22)

For a small state in the USA, the Rhode Island
show consistently draws the big name crowd
attractions such as the U.S. Air Force Thunderbirds and the Navy Blue Angels.

Armando says he hopes the aviation enthusiasts who have been asking for their own forum will jump in with not only images but also some excellent shooting tips.
“It’s not as easy as pointing a long lens in the sky and snapping a picture,” he
explained. “We’ve had many great aviation photos shared in our forums with
just the right amount of shooting advice to help those who are just getting
started. That’s what we’ll be looking for in this forum.”
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Blue Angels Minimum Radius Turn.
The forum will also serve to alert Nikonians who may be gathering at a certain
show that other members will be in attendance. This will help them meet up if
they wish to share the experience.
“Aviation continues to capture the public’s attention and wonderment despite
living in an age where technology is very commonplace,” said Heredia. “The
Nikonians Aviation Photography forum is a great resource for sharing both
practical knowledge and artistry about our favorite topic.” The forum will
include more than just air show related images, but Heredia predicts the flying
exhibitions will be a dominant topic. With that in mind, he already has three
quick tips prepared:

Aviation Photography Forum coming soon
• “Never sit in air show center. The
best position is actually about a third
of the way down from either end of
the flightline.”
• “It’s often hard to find and frame
fast-moving objects using telephoto
lenses - search the sky first using
your bare eye and find the airplane
as early as you can; it makes find
the subject easier when you’re back
looking through the viewfinder.”
• “Propellers look more natural
when they have a bit of blur to them
- use slower shutter speeds below
1/125th of a second when photographing propeller aircraft in flight.”

Looking for Nikonians
Information?
Here’s a handy Links Guide:
http://www.nikonians.org/nikon
All of the Nikonians Nikon reviews
http://www.nikonians.org/resources
Complete listing of all resources at Nikonians:
Articles, FAQ’s, Guides, eBooks ...
http://www.nikonians.org/forums
Our 70 very active discussion forums
http://podcasts.nikonians.org
Nikonians Podcast – MP3 radio
http://blog.nikonians.org
Our blog with current photography news and
more
http://www.nikonians-images.org
Our member and contest galleries
http://www.nikonians.org/advertise
Advertise your products and services with Nikonians -Reach out to 40,000 photographers daily

Stay tuned to the
Nikonians News Blog
and Café forum
for the new forum link.
Air Show photos
by Armando Heredia.
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https://www.photoproshop.com
The Nikonians Pro gear online shop
http://www.nikoniansacademy.com
Learn with Nikonians - Workshops at many locations
http://www.nikonians.org/about
http://www.nikonians.org/team
More about Nikonians and the team behind it

Contest Results

We’re all set for the announcement of the 2007 Nikonians Photographer of the Year awards, and have
learned from Contest Coordinator Chris Gray the
Nikonians Master Society judges are in final deliberations, with results to be announced in mid-April.
The 2007 Contest was filled with great images, and
while we’re waiting for the results, here are three first
place winners in their respective categories (chosen at
random).

Portrait category - Segment Two
First Place
Carol (essorcalcc) Abrams with
“Kashmir Elegance”
Winner of a Spyder 2 Pro from Datacolor and a seat in the finals.
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Contest Results
Open Category - Segment Five
First Place
Andy (AllMyHobbies) Bredemeier
“Santa Fe.”
<<<

For a look at all the finalists,
check the
contest gallery

SPONSORS

Night Time - Segment Three
First Place
Sten (stenrasmussen) Rasmussen, from Norway
“Norwegian Spring Night.”
next page >>>
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Contest Results
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HP Photosmart Pro B9180 Photo Printer
HP’s first pigment based inkjet printer
gets high marks for ease of use
and impressive results
esantos
Moderator
Nikonians Masters
Society Member
Member since
10-Nov-2002
5046 posts

No other technology has helped
digital photography and imaging
achieve its meteoric rise in popularity more than the ability of hobbyists, serious amateurs, and professionals to take printing into their
own hands. The introduction of
inkjet printers has forever changed
how we acquire the end product
of all our efforts - the tangible and
tactile output we produce in the
form of photographic prints.

by Ernesto Santos (esantos)

Epson, to their credit, improved pigment printer technology and today it has
become a common method for producing long lasting archival prints.
The benefit of all of this technological development is that we now have a
multitude of choices when we want to make prints. There are now hundreds
of options at our hands from a myriad of paper types, to an exhaustive combination of print sizes and formats. We no longer have to settle for the standard
8x10 print. And who would have ever thought that we can now create four
foot panoramic prints on fine art matte papers that are rated to last 200 years
using a desktop printer?
DESCRIPTION & SET-UP

Ernesto helps as Moderator of:

• Image Making & Shooting Issues / Panoramas
• Nikon Products / D100 Users Group
• Nikon Products / D200 Users Group
• Digital Imaging Software & Hardware / Digital Post-Processing & Workflow
• Digital Imaging Software & Hardware / Printers, Scanners & Color Management

HISTORY
Not too long ago if you were interested in creating prints using inkjet technology you had to settle for dye based printers. Dye ink printers offered a wide
gamut and produced luscious, saturated prints but they were plagued by fading and color shifting, usually within very short periods of time. For the professional photographer selling prints or the serious amateur, inkjet was just not
a viable option. Then in the year 2000 Epson introduced the first printer that
used archival inks made from pigments. Pigment based inks use microscopic
particles in suspension to produce color. These particles are much more resistant to environmental elements that cause fading. Although the first pigment
ink printer had its share of problems the revolution had started. Over the years
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The HP B9180 installed in my home digital darkroom

The Photosmart Pro B9180 inkjet photo printer is HP’s first pigment based
inkjet. Since its introduction in 2006 HP has now released several printers in
different carriage lengths that use the Vivera inkset. This inkset consists of
eight colors - Photo Black, Matte Black, Light Gray, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow,

HP Photosmart Pro B9180 Photo Printer
Light Magenta and Light Cyan. There is also a second model, the Z2100 that
uses these 8 inks. HP has also introduced a 12 color printer in the Z3100 in
both 24 inch and 44 inch lengths geared for the professional imaging market.
The B9180 is a consumer/prosumer level desktop printer capable of printing
up to 13 inches wide. It is a well made and designed unit with an impressive
feel of quality and rugged construction. This is no flimsy printer and when I
unpacked it in my kitchen I had a difficult time carrying it upstairs to my digital
darkroom.
The distinguishing design features of the B9180 include:
• User replaceable print heads (4 print heads – each housing two colors)
• 27 ml capacity ink cartridges (larger than what is typical for this class of
printer)
• Self calibration through densitomic closed loop color calibration
• Paper cassette tray with 200 page capacity and a “Specialty Media Tray” for
manually feeding single sheets of thicker papers and canvas
• USB 2.0 and built-in Ethernet connectivity
• Printing plug-in for Adobe Photoshop (available for versions up to CS2)
Once I had the B9180 settled into its new location I reviewed the quick start
guide. HP is to be applauded for providing clear and concise instructions that
are logical and easy to follow. The first step is to plug the printer into a wall
socket. At this point you DO NOT connect the printer to your PC via the USB
connection. This will be done later in the set-up process when you install the
software provided on the install CD.
Turn the printer on and the LCD screen lights up and provides easy to follow instructions. After selecting the default language you will be prompted to install
the ink cartridges and then the print heads. Once the print heads are installed
the printer will go through the self calibrating process on its own. Simply load
a few sheets of photo paper (provided by HP in the printer packaging) in the
main paper tray and sit back and watch the printer do its thing. The calibration
takes about 40 minutes to complete and consists of the printer printing some
test targets with color patches. As these targets are printed they are automatically fed back into the bowels of the printer where a sensor (a densitometer
more precisely) reads the color patches and calibrates the printer against
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factory standards stored in the printer. Adjustments are made to the delivery of
ink via the print heads to achieve factory color densities.
This calibrating, or what is commonly referred to as linearization, is not to
be confused with printer profiling. Since the HP B9180 uses replaceable print
heads which are installed by the user this closed loop calibration process is necessary. The benefit of this calibration is that the HP provided paper profiles that
are installed on your PC to produce very accurate colors. These profiles are also
available on the HP website.
Although it is only necessary to perform this calibration once (during initial
set-up) and each time the print heads are replaced, users have the option to
re-calibrate at any time. This is a useful feature if the printer is ever moved
to another location. It should be noted that HP engineers estimate that under
typical use the heads will last the lifetime of the printer, so the replacement of
heads is not likely. It is comforting to know that the user can replace them on
their own without the need for services from a repair center which with other
printer manufacturers can be a very expensive endeavor.
After the calibration is complete you can then install the software. I installed
this printer on a new Gateway PC running Windows Vista Home Premium. As
a precaution, and because the quick start guide says the software on the provided CD is for Windows XP, I first visited the HP website and downloaded the
version of the Photosmart software that is Windows Vista compatible. Installation was simple and uneventful. The software comes with a Photoshop print
plug-in designed specifically for HP printers. If you plan to use this Photoshop
plug-in, and I highly recommend that you do. You must first make sure Photoshop (CS2 or earlier) is installed on your PC. Otherwise the Photosmart software will not detect it on your system and will not install the plug-in. If you do
install Photoshop at a later time you can always reinstall the printer software.
For those of you who are running Adobe Photoshop CS3 please note that there
is no compatible print plug-in. Since the release of CS3 Adobe has retooled
their print routine. The features of this plug-in are already incorporated in their
new “Print” command. According to HP the plug-in is not necessary for CS3
users.

HP Photosmart Pro B9180 Photo Printer
One last item of note I encountered during the software install routine. The HP
installer checks via the Internet to see if there are newer drivers for the printer
and downloads them for you - another nice touch from the HP design team.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
With the Photosmart software installed the printer is ready to go. Having already operated the main paper tray during calibration I was curious to try the
Specialty Media Tray with some fine art paper. The procedure here is to lower
a small tray that is in an upright position by default when the main tray is in
use. Upon lowering the tray the printer cycles and prepares itself for manual
feeding and for the use of thick media.

Hahnemühle Smooth Fine Art paper being fed into the B9180

Ready for manual feeding with the tray in the down position

The LCD will instruct you to feed a single sheet into the specialty media tray.
HP has made this a foolproof process. Simply load the paper through the front
of the printer until the edge facing you and the right side are lined up with two
dashed-line indicators on the face of the tray.
The paper lined up with the dashed-line indicators
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HP Photosmart Pro B9180 Photo Printer
Once the paper is lined up press the “OK” button on the printer console and
the paper is fed into the carriage. For this type of feeding you must ensure that
the printer is not up against a wall or other obstruction. A clearance of at least
12 inches behind the printer is recommended. If you plan to use 13x19 paper
you may need even more room in the rear.
Here is a tip when printing with fine art paper. Many people are often at a loss
as to how to determine which side of the paper is the print side. Lightly moisten
the very tip of your finger and run it lightly on the surface of the paper on both
sides. Do this at the very edge of the page so as not to harm the printing surface. The printable side of the paper will feel tacky compared to the back of the
paper. This works with any coated fine art paper, and of course, if you are using
a non-coated paper you just select the side that is free of any surface flaws.
On the issue of clogging and head cleaning HP has worked to address this in
two ways. The B9180 is designed to remain turned on at all times. When it is
idle it conducts self tests on a regular schedule and will go through a cleaning
process if it detects even the slightest clog. This saves considerable amounts of
ink as the HP has the capability to single out the clogged head and flush only
that color. This is a totally different approach than Epson which requires user
initiated head cleanings and requires that all the colors flush all the heads at
once, thus wasting ink on the clean heads.
The other advancement from HP is the way they designed the ink. The pigment
particles are coated with a resin (which helps with eliminating gloss differential)
and then are negatively charged. This negative charge produces a natural repulsion between each particle curbing the tendency for these particles to clump
together and cause clogging. HP calls this Electrosteric Encapsulation.
MAKING A PRINT
At the 7th Annual Nikonians Photo Adventure Trip (ANPAT 7) held in September and October 2007 in the gorgeous Grand Teton and Yellowstone National
Parks I had the pleasure of meeting and working with Tom Hubbard, Pro Photo
Development Manager for HP while we stayed in Jackson, Wyoming. Over
three days Tom showed me the HP Photoshop print plug-in, how to set up the
printer, and demonstrated the B9180 for the ANPAT participants. I was immediately impressed by the simplicity and straight forward design of the new
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plug-in. At the time I had not yet upgraded to Photoshop CS3 and was not
aware that this was the model for the new Print dialog. It is my understanding
that HP and Adobe worked together to re-engineer these new print routines.
This is another testament to the level of commitment from HP in designing
world class digital imaging hardware and software. Using the new “Print” feature in Photoshop CS3 is a significant departure from the previous “Print with
Preview” dialog. I welcome this change as it leaves print commands and selections to the printer driver as it should have been all along.
Printing in Photoshop is a straight forward process but you should first be
aware that the B9180 performs best when your PC monitor is calibrated and
profiled using hardware based profiling software. Even though the B9180 is a
marvel of technology you still need to follow a sound color management workflow to get predictable results. This starts with a calibrated display. Today you
can get reasonably priced profiling packages that use a colorimeter to measure
the output of your monitor. If you are serious about printing you must invest
in one.
After you have prepared your file for printing it is recommended that you use
soft proofing to examine a visualization of what the print will look like using a
particular paper. Going through the steps to explain how to soft proof an image is beyond the scope of this review but I can briefly describe that you select
the ICC paper profile provided by HP for the paper you are going to print on
and then choose the best rendering intent and examine the image on screen
for tonal and color shifts. You then make further edits to your file to bring the
colors back to their intended state.
Once you are satisfied with the look of your image select the HP print plug-in
in the file menu. If you are using CS3 simply use the print command. There are
two basic steps to follow.
The first step is to select the color management to be handled by Photoshop
and pick the correct ICC paper profile for the paper at hand. You will again
select the same rendering intent that you used in soft proofing.

HP Photosmart Pro B9180 Photo Printer

Printing with the HP B9180 in Photoshop CS3 using the “Print” dialog

The second step is to go to the HP printer driver dialog by clicking on the Page
Setup button in the Photoshop print dialog. Here you will select the paper type
and size, whether you want to print with a border or borderless, and the media
tray to be used. Here is a screen shot of the main tab in this dialog. (right)

HP B9180 printer driver dialog

Notice that in the “Print in Grayscale” drop down I selected “off” for this
toned selenium image of an old heater. I used this setting since I did not want a
neutral black and white print; obviously I want the color tone to come through.
If I were printing a neutral black and white image I would print in grayscale.

One image is a converted toned selenium image shot under soft light providing
a lot of gradients and the second is a very saturated color photo with a lot of
fine detail.

I have been testing this printer for a number of weeks and have made many
prints but for this review I selected two images for testing using three paper
types. All three papers are sold under the HP brand and are very high quality
media. I chose HP Hahnemüle Smooth Fine Art, HP Advanced Photo Paper
– satin matt, and HP Professional Satin Photo Paper.

I first prepared the toned print and was surprised to see that the B9180 can
print these types of black and white images with little difficulty. Since this is
not a neutral grayscale image it is often difficult to achieve a close match and
getting the tone of the image right. When I soft proofed this photo I noticed
a distinct shift in the tone from the selenium to a more neutral tone. I made a
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HP Photosmart Pro B9180 Photo Printer
slight change to the color tone by
applying an adjustment curve in
Photoshop and the image came
back to the selenium tone. Soft
proofing the “Missionary Baptist
Church” image showed hardly
any change so I decided to leave
it alone.
The hard part of doing this review is trying to somehow communicate the quality of the prints
online. There is no way to show
the reader how the prints come
out since this is the part of the
process that is purely subjective
and influenced by my experience
with other printers and preferences for certain types of paper.
Without the means to measure
the color gamut of this printer
and the papers used I will talk
a little bit about my perceptions
compared to my experience with
Epson printers.
“Splendid”
An old stove at Bannack Ghost Town
Montana

The output of the B9180 is on par
with the current Epson line using
the Ultrachrome K3 inks. Compared to my own Epson 4000 using the older Ultrachrome inkset I do see a
very slight edge from the HP. This is to be expected since the 4000 is now two
generations behind the current Epson line.
I printed the color image on the two HP photo papers and the toned image
using the Hahnemüle fine art paper. As mentioned earlier I have been printing on this printer for some time now and aside from the first initial test prints
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“Missionary Baptist Church”
Cades Cove - Great Smoky Mountains National Park
Tennessee

where I was still familiarizing myself with the HP print workflow I can say that
this printer produces outstanding results time after time. The color tests prints
showed a wonderful sharpness and fine detail. Color was highly saturated and
there is no banding whatsoever. This inkjet printer shows no signs of abrupt
gradation and would compare favorably to a continuous tone print from say a
Lightjet chemical printer.
As for the toned image I was extremely pleased with the results. The B9180
easily handled the soft nuance of the lighting of this image and matched the
selenium tone on screen perfectly. All the details are there even in the darkest
shadows. Again the tonal gradations are very smooth and the Hahn paper is
luxurious to the touch. This is a great combination when you want to produce
a fine art print.

HP Photosmart Pro B9180 Photo Printer
I do not see any significant metamerism (color shifting under different light
sources) in any of the prints. There is a very slight indication of gloss differential
with the glossier satin matt paper. To be fair I had to look at the print at a very
obtuse, raking angle to see any hint of it. In practice it is a non-issue and if you
plan to frame your prints rest assured you will never see it.
The bottom line: I would not hesitate using this printer to make prints of even
the most problematic images. This printer does an excellent job with anything
you throw at it. If you follow the simplified color managed workflow provided
by the HP Photosmart software you will have no difficulty producing beautiful
gallery quality prints. Thanks to the closed loop calibration feature and the very
accurate ICC paper profiles provided by HP it is a snap.
CONCLUSION
HP has succeeded in producing a line of archival inkjet printers that can easily
compete with anything currently in the market place. This is an impressive accomplishment considering the fact that this is their very first entry into professional level archival photographic printing. Not only does this printer produce
high quality output it does so with a simplified and easy to follow color managed workflow via the print plug-in. The HP provided paper profiles are accurate and the papers to compliment this printer are of excellent quality.
Over a month spent testing this printer I have not had a single performance
issue. No clogging, no paper feeding problems, and no mismatch of colors. If
you are in the market for a high quality professional level consumer desktop
printer you cannot go wrong with the HP B9180.
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HDR tutorial
Creating your perfect image
Editor’s Note: High Dynamic Range (HDR) is probably a mysterious technique for the average Nikonian, and with the help of Team Moderator David
Goldstein we have a peek at his own step-by-step process. The HDR process
requires multiple images to be gathered and then blended to make room for
your artistic interpretation. It is not for the weak-hearted or those who may
not currently own the software required, but if you’ve been wondering how it
works, David provides a peek at his workflow.

By David Goldstein (MstrBones)
I compose my scene and focus making sure I unlock the focus. This ensures
that the three shots will register correctly in the HDR merge.
You need to shoot RAW as part of this because you need 16 bit tiffs for the
HDR merge. Additionally, this gives more data for Photoshop to work with during the image merge to create that rich HDR look.
Once shot, I process the shots with a batch action in Capture NX. The batch
actions help lower the workflow to two adjustments in the process.

David helps as Moderator of:
Image Sharing / Black & White - Film & Digital
Image Making / Landscape Photography
MstrBones
Moderator
Member since
6-Dec-2005
4635 posts

Achieving HDR success begins the
day you capture your desired image. It all starts with your camera
setup:
You need to use a tripod and remote release to ensure you have
properly registered variations of
your subject.

Use shutter bracketing in Aperture
priority – I usually set my camera
to three images; two stops apart (the most my D70s can perform right now).
There are some simple procedures to get a second set of images of a scene
depending on the situation. I use exposure compensation to bump the EV .7
stops and then I shoot another string of three. Most important: Don’t bump
the camera’s position or the shots won’t register correctly.
Matrix metering usually works fine during your image gathering phase. The
objective is to capture the two stop underexposed scene’s highlights without
any blinking highlights or sharp spikes up the right side of the histogram. I
have exposure compensation set in my camera to tweak my matrix exposure
as needed.
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The actions are:
1. Set Sharpening to incamera high
2. Set D lighting to
“better quality” and accept the defaults except
setting color boost to
zero.
3. Convert the images
to 16 bit tiff and shove
into a temporary file
HDR folder. I named
mine “HDR TEMP”.
Original, eh???
Figure 1. - Selecting and running batch process

HDR tutorial
Now I fire up Photoshop CS2. I have not done this in CS3 as I do not have a
copy of this version, but I believe the process is essentially the same.
1. Select File|Automate|Merge to HDR.
2. In the dialog, select the images with the folder selection or you can open
them in advance and tell the routine to use “Open Files”. I usually do the
latter.
3. Don’t have CS2 attempt to align the images. You shot them on tripod;
remember?
4. CS2 generates a preview image – it typically looks horrible, just say “OK”
and let it generate the 32 bit image. It looks horrible because your paltry 8
bit monitor cannot display 32 bits of color data.
5. Now we run into a simple, yet important step. Go to Image|Image
Mode| 16 bit. This begins the conversion from a 32 bit HDR to a 16 bit image that has all the dynamic range you saw when you took your pictures.
6. In the dialog, choose “exposure and gamma”
7. Gradually crank down the exposure slider till your brightest highlight
detail is there and no more.
Figure 3 – HDR preview.
(above)

Figure 2 – The Merge to HDR
dialog
<<<
Figure 4 – Initial adjustment
to allow for converting to 16
bit and normal editing
>>>
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HDR tutorial
8. Crank the Gamma to bring up your shadow detail adequately for a curves dialog later.
9. Let it do its thing by clicking “OK”
Now, you have what looks like a highly saturated 16 bit image (Figure 4). It looks highly saturated, because it is. It’s part of what gives HDR a bad name (if you leave it like this).
I fix it in my adjustment layers workflow...
1. Open a new HSL adjustment layer and de-saturate to -40 or so.
2. Open a new Curves Layer and curve your image. If the color looks either to de-saturated or undersaturated, go tweak your HSL layer. By now, the image should be starting to look really good with noiseless shadows and fully detailed highlights. Occasionally I make a second curve layer because I have so
much dynamic range to deal with that a single curve layer can’t handle it.
Figure 5 – The HSL layer for de-saturating the image.
<<<
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Figure 6 – Curve Layer
below

HDR tutorial
That’s it. My naming convention for HDR is something like DSC2001-03.TIF, indicating
DSC2001, DSC2002, and DSC2003, are the component files of this example HDR process.
I usually flatten the image prior to the save.
About the author:
David Goldstein got his start in serious photography during a five year stint as a police officer in the mid 1970s.
The department he worked for purchased several Canon AE-1 cameras for the Criminal
Investigation Division and after a bit of training and using cameras on crime scenes, he
purchased his own kit and has been shooting every since. He currently uses a Nikon D70s
and resides in Arkansas, USA.
You can visit David’s website at http://www.sandharvestphoto.com/
Figure 7 										
Finished conversion – converted to black and white and perspective corrected. Here you have highly
detailed, noiseless shadows and all the highlights – exactly what I set out to achieve.
>>>

David has been sharing his HDR experiences in the
Landscape Photography Forum
where he is an active member of the Moderating Team, including a favorite
of his called “Garvin Gardens.” It is a three shot HDR, tripod, remote release.
RAW to CS2 - Photomatix tone map. It was taken with his D70, using ISO 200
with each shot two stops apart.

Looking

for more information?
Don’t forget to use our NikoScope search function.
Just enter HDR and let NikoScope take the lead.
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Nikonians PhotoProShop
Nikonians PhotoProShop News
An interesting photo from
Nikonian
Serge
Nelissen
(Bolleke) of the Netherlands
arrived via email to our eCommerce Director Jürgen Plessing
(Joschi).
Serge told Jürgen he was planning a trip to Antarctica and he
would be packing his PhotoProShop Pro Strap.
Recently, Jürgen was surprised
to receive a photo of the strap,
surrounded by ice. This gives
us an interesting idea for the
next edition of The Nikonian.
If you have any photos of yourself with our Nikonians-branded T-Shirts, caps and Nikonians
Pro Strap in unusual conditions
(or near world famous landmarks) send them to our editor
and we’ll publish the most interesting photos. Submissions
need to be at least 4x6 inches,
sRGB at 300 pixels per inch.
Send them to tom.bone (at)
Nikonians.org.
Jürgen tells us the hot items at the shop include the Kata Photo Backpack R103 and the Gitzo Carbon Fiber GT5540LS tripod. Both are currently being
offered with 5% discounts.
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The Kata R-103 Photo Backpack (at
$170.95 USD) fits a Digital SLR body
with up to 300mm lens attached, an
extra body, 4-5 lenses + Laptop + accessories. The ergonomic harness includes a unique cushioning and shock
absorbing system, which allows for
optimal ventilation, weight distribution and 5-point adjustment mechanism.
The Carbon Fiber GT5540LS tripod
(at $745.70 USD) is one of Gitzo’s
new generation of 6X carbon fiber
tripods, featuring heavy load capacity
with a reduced overall tripod weight
that does not sacrifice strength or stability.
Another item welcomed by PhotoProShop customers is the new Gary
Fong Universal Lightsphere.
It works with your existing accessory
domes and the new patent pending
grip system is so strong that it can
support the entire weight of a camera, drive and flash, securely.
At $49.95 USD, it’s a great gift item.
On the digital imaging side, the Spyder3 Pro - Display Calibration package is now available to serious and
professional Photographers or anyone whose display is the heart of their
digital Workflow.

Nikonians PhotoProShop
Featuring third generation Spyder technology and stateof-the-art optical design it offers the industry’s only seven detector color
engine and largest light aperture.
Each package (at $169.00 USD) includes a Datacolor
Spyder3 Colorimeter, Desktop Cradle/Tripod mount,
Spyder3Pro Software CD, Screen Cleaning Packets and
a Quick Start Guide.
The software includes real-time calibration monitoring, which ensures that
your display is color accurate through on-going background checks of calibration and profile settings.

This just in

During a recent planning conference Nikonians co-founders J. Ramón Palacios (JRP)
and Bo Stahlbrandt (bgs) launched Loyal Membership Act 2008. The first Action
(with more to come) rewards members who are supporting the community’s PhotoProShop. Every member on a Silver, Gold or Platinum level will receive a membership
extension of half a year with the purchase of a Markins ball head or a Gitzo tripod from
the PhotoProShop. To benefit from this act, make sure you go to the comment field
and enter your username and current membership level for eligibility verification.

Platinum Members

Don’t forget that you already have free shipping as part of your benefits.
Editor’s note: For easy reading in English, and to avoid too many reference links,
all product links are using the North America, South America and Oceania PhotoProShop data. We have separate source for | Europe | Asia | Middle East | Africa. Please
look at the top of your PhotoProShop page to make sure you are reading the appropriate data for your geographical area.
Nikonians is a not-for-profit community. All capital generated through our operations
(The Nikonians Community, Nikonians PhotoProShop and the Nikonians Academy)
are reinvested to sustain our growth.
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New From Nikon
Nikon D60 enters the field
The Nikon D40X will be
celebrating its first anniversary soon (officially
launched March 29,
2007).
Before happy
new owners of “big sister” to the D40 could
prepare for the one year
mark, Nikon unveiled the
D60. Many Nikonians
comments on the newest
digital single-lens reflex
entry from Nikon were
initially skeptical.
The D60 features listing
matches most D40X offerings while sticking to
the 10.2 effective Megapixels that made the
D40X so popular among
serious amateurs seeking
quality enlargements. In
many other areas, including weight (1lb. 1 oz.), SD memory card usage, supplied and optional accessories, the two come with virtually identical packages
(depending on which country you are in).
Nikon’s press release, issued just ahead of PMA 2008, even alludes to the similarities: “The body design is inherited from the highly regarded Nikon D40
series.”
The good news is D40X owners wishing to upgrade will have two sets of identical batteries (EN-EL9’s) and Quick Chargers (MH-23’s) in their inventory.
Nikonians expressed surprise at the launching of a new body that apparently is
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not serving as a clear-cut successor to the D40X.
Nevertheless, even the skeptical factions have warmed up to the new D60 and
most agree that it serves as a good starter for those who are entering the digital
SLR world. Nikonian Shane Raynard (ShaneR) of Canada, who still owns his
beginner D40 summed it up by writing: “If I were new to photography and
looking for an entry level DSLR, the D60 would certainly be a great choice.
But, in my opinion, it doesn’t really offer much over the D40/D40x (I have the
D40). It won’t make current D40 owners upgrade, but it should pull in those
shopping for their first DSLR.”
Street prices in the USA for the D60 (body only) are dipping as low as $520
which nearly matches the cost of a brand new D40X. For new budget minded
DSLR Nikonians the decision will be easy.
The D60 adds the Airflow Control System for directing dust away from the image sensor. Its new Active D-Lighting feature can adjust the look of the final
image while you are shooting. Also the highly regarded EXPEED image processor now available in the current D3 and D300 models is under the hood.
New feature highlights
make this body a very attractive
purchase
and
thanks to a competitive
market, it should be an
easy choice for first-time
DSLR converts.
For a complete (and technical) listing check Nikon’s
Press Release.

New From Nikon
Three new Nikon lenses
announced in January
AF-S DX NIKKOR 16-85mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR
Adding to the Vibration
Reduction line-up, Nikon
introduced the AF-S DXNIKKOR 16-85mm f/3.55.6G ED VR lens featuring
Nikon’s Silent Wave Motor
and Vibration Reduction II.
The new wide ratio zoom
DX-NIKKOR lens boasts
a focal length range of 16
to 85mm, which makes it
ideal for a broad range of
shooting situations, including indoor-outdoor events,
streetscapes, portraits and scenery. When mounted on any DX-format Nikon
digital SLR camera, the picture angle is equivalent to that produced by a 24 to
127.5mm focal length lens on a 35mm film camera.
AF-S Micro NIKKOR 60mm f/2.8G ED
With a comfortably wide aperture and built-in Silent Wave Motor, the AF-S
Micro NIKKOR 60mm f/2.8G ED lens should be a joy for Nikonians who want
tack-sharp macro images.
This new Micro lens allows photographers to shoot 1:1 life-size close-ups without the need for additional accessories. To ensure superior picture quality at
all subject distances from macro to infinity, a host of state-of-the-art, Nikon
original optical features and technologies are incorporated. Internal Focusing
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(IF) design allows faster,
smoother autofocusing.
Two aspherical lenses are
employed to correct spherical aberration and coma.
The incorporation of a
Nikon’s exclusive Nano
Crystal Coat dramatically
reduces ghosting and flare
caused by internal reflections. An additional ED
glass element minimizes
chromatic aberration to
deliver higher resolution,
high-contrast images. All
of these factors contribute
to the extremely accurate image reproduction capability of the AF-S Micro
NIKKOR 60mm f/2.8G ED.
PC-E NIKKOR 24mm f/3.5D ED
Perspective control desired
by photographers shooting
architecture and interiors
is the key feature of the
new PC-E NIKKOR 24mm
f/3.5D ED, PC (Perspective Control) lens. The lens
is equipped with a tilt/shift
mechanism that gives photographers the flexibility to
manipulate image perspective, distortion and focus.
The lens employs a special
mount that enables up to
±11.5 mm shift and ±8.5°

New From Nikon
tilt for perspective control. Shift and tilt can be adjusted via convenient sidemounted controls while referring to the scales provided with gradations at 1mm or 1°
intervals. The lens optics can be rotated up to 90° right or left for perspective control
adjustment, and click-stops are provided every 30°. With SLR models compatible with
electromagnetic diaphragm (D3 and D300), auto aperture control is available.

COOLPIX choices widen
The Nikon COOLPIX models include the S210, S520, S550 and S600 to its Style Series
line of compact digital cameras, as well as the new COOLPIX L18 and P60.
The S210 will retail
for $179.95 USD, the
COOLPIX S520 and
S550 will retail for
$229.95, and the S600
will retail for $299.95
The COOLPIX P60
suggested retail price is
$229.95, while the L18
is set at $139.95.
The new COOLPIX
roster includes a number of models that are
available in designer
colors such as Plum,
Cool Blue and Ruby
Red (like the L18 pictured here).
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Calendar
Nikonians Academy
North America workshops
Depending on location, the workshops offer instruction on the
Nikon D200, D80/D70/ D70s cameras, Master Streamlined Digital
Workflow & Inkjet Printing, Capture NX, and the i-TTL/ Nikon
Creative Lighting System.
The coming month includes workshops in
Los Angeles, April 4-6
San Francisco, April 10 (one of only two Master Advanced Digital
Imaging Workflow workshops this year)
Seattle, April 17 & 20
Skagit Valley, Washington, April 21 (Tulip Festival)
Cincinnati, May 15
Denver, May 15
Complete listings by city, date and topics can be found at the Nikonians
Academy .

PHOTOFORUM-2008:
8th International Exhibition of Consumer and Professional
Imaging
April 10-13, 2008
April 10, 11 – admittance for specialists only
April 12, 13 – for all visitors
Moscow International Exhibition Center, CROCUS EXPO
Over 350 companies will exhibit at PHOTOFORUM-2008, among them: Canon, Sony,
Panasonic, Kodak, Nikon, Fujifilm, Olympus, Pentax, Samsung, Noritsu, Epson, Casio,
Hewlett-Packard, Rekam, Mitsubishi Electric as well as leading manufacturers of studio
equipment.
An estimated 85,000 visitors are expected to attend the event, which will include roundtable discussions with participation of Russian and foreign specialists and experts as well
as master-classes by famous photographers and designers.
More Info: http://www.photoforum-expo.ru/about_eng.php

Photokina 2008
National Geographic Traveler Photo Contest
(Contest Deadline: September)
Send your best shots for a chance to win a first-prize trip for two
to the Galápagos or Norway (sponsored by Lindblad Expeditions).
Other prizes include a seven-day photography workshop in San
Miguel, Mexico (sponsored by Santa Fe Workshops), a six-day
cruise on a Maine Windjammer Schooner (sponsored by Schooners American Eagle and Heritage), and a Nikon Coolpix Digital
Camera with zoom lens and Bogen National Geographic Model
tripod kit.
Online entry and details at: http://www.nationalgeographic.com/traveler/photos/photocontestannouncement.html
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Sept. 23 – 28, 2008

Cologne, Germany

Nikonians (www.nikonians.org) is looking for volunteers for Photokina 2008, where the
Nikon user community is having its own booth.
We are looking for volunteers who can help distributing flyers and inform visitors what
Nikonians is all about for at least half a day. Not only will you have great fun, you will also
receive a special Photokina edition t-shirt and a free day pass.
Let us know which day(s) you can help out. Send us an email at photokina-2008 (at)
nikonians.org and do not forget to include your full name, username, membership level,
languages you speak and country where you are from.
We are giving priority to Silver, Gold and Platinum members.

The Nikonian

Nikonians Fine Art curator Pascal Baetens closes this issue. Baetens (featured on page 6) used this photo taken with his Nikon D70 as a promotional image
for his annual Salve Mater Photo Festival, held in Belgium. Technically minded Nikonians might cringe at the thought of deliberately shooting at a low shutter speed when the subject is moving, but Baetens let his artistic mood dictate his shooting method. He used a small aperture of f/11 along with a 1/15th
second exposure.
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